The Designer
Award-winning designer Judith Ripka inspires those who appreciate style, design and uncompromising quality. “When a woman is wearing my jewelry, I want her to feel as if she is wrapped
in one of life’s greatest luxuries,” states Judith.
Born and raised in New York, Judith’s earliest memories are of playing in her mother’s jewelry
box and accessorizing her clothing by tying a heart charm to her belt, hanging a pin off a chain
or transforming a necklace into a belt and weaving it through the belt-loops of her jeans. Some
of Judith’s friends played with dolls, other played sports, Judith accessorized. Designing jewelry
is part of Judith’s DNA, and Judith always knew that she would be a jewelry designer.
Judith studied design at Parson’s School of Design, and in 1977 launched her first 18k gold
collection. Judith’s organic eye for design and color interpretation has helped her clients
understand that fashion is about style and creating a total look – including accessories. Beyond
the clothes, jewelry is integral to a woman’s wardrobing and provides the finishing-touch to
any outfit. Each piece of jewelry is designed to complement each other, to present an entire
ensemble based upon certain constant design features, so that pieces designed 20 years ago are
relevant to and can be worn with the designs of today.

The Collection
Judith Ripka’s distinctive designs reflect her passion for jewelry and celebrate her enthusiasm
for individualism with her commitment to timeless styling. Always maintaining a classic with a
modern twist sensibility, Judith Ripka harmonizes the versatility and wearability of her original
blue jeans to black tie philosophy, with the power of red-carpet fascination.

-Judith Ripka

Most recognized for her distinctive 18k matte gold and unique interpretation of rich colored
gemstones and rare diamonds, Judith Ripka strikes a unique balance of uptown sophistication
and downtown chic. “It’s about striking the balance between the elegance of a classic woman
with the avant-garde air of today’s fashionista,” states Judith Ripka.
Introducing two new collections annually for both the 18k Couture and Sterling Silver and 18k
Gold collections, Judith Ripka’s collections are favorites amongst fashion forward trendsetters
and style-savvy A-list celebrities.

The Company
With headquarters in New York City and 13 Judith Ripka store locations in key luxury
markets across the country, The Judith Ripka Companies, Inc. has evolved into a megamillion dollar business. The company continues to enjoy rapid growth, wholesaling to over
300 stores, both domestically and internationally, with increased global retail expansion on
the horizon.

The Vision
To create a global Judith Ripka lifestyle brand, recognizable worldwide, combining luxury
and casual elegance.

The Mission
To create jewelry of understated elegance for women of impeccable taste worldwide that
is appropriate for all the roles that a woman plays in her life. Founded on Judith’s desire
to share her passion for fine jewelry, The Judith Ripka Companies, Inc. prides itself on
using only the finest diamonds, colored precious gemstones, pearls and unique one-of-a-kind
stones, sourced throughout the world by Judith herself. With these beliefs, The Judith Ripka
Companies, Inc. lays the foundation to envision new goals, meet potential challenges and
realize the rewards in future global expansion.

The Philanthropist
Whether passion for her jewelry or passion for her family, Judith Ripka and her husband,
Ronald J. Berk, are committed to making a difference.
Nationally recognized for her extraordinary dedication, in 1995, Judith was invited to Washington by the First Lady for a Women’s Leadership Council forum focusing on children’s
healthcare. Judith has also been honored by many prestigious organizations including the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine and the Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation. In addition,
Judith sits on many Boards and Steering Committees such as the Rita Hayworth Gala in
support of the Alzheimer’s Association
Judith Ripka is devoted to inspiring others through her craft and created commemorative
pieces of jewelry for Autism Speaks, the United States Holocaust Museum, the Mother’s
Voices AIDS Organization and the Long Island Philharmonic.

TheEvolution
Store Expansion
1977
1982
1993
1995
1997
1998
1999
2000
2005
2006
2007

New York City Headquarters & Manufacturing Facilities opens
First leased department in Boutique Tango opens in Roslyn, NY
First free-standing store opens in Manhasset, NY
New York City Store debuts on Madison Avenue
Aspen Store opens
Chicago Store opens
Atlanta Store opens
Boca Raton Store opens
Beverly Hills Store opens on Rodeo Drive
San Francisco Store opens on Geary Street
New Flagship Store opens at 777 Madison Avenue in New York
City
Bal Harbour Store opens at The Bal Harbour Shops
Atlantic City Store opens at The Piers
Las Vegas Store opens at The Forum Shops at Caesars

Designs, Awards & Recognition
1982
1986
1996
2000
2001
2003
2004
2005
2007

Honored with the DeBeer’s Award for Outstanding Jewelry Design
Judith designs the revolutionary PN I Pearl Necklace
Judith creates First Lady Hillary Clinton’s Inauguration Pin
Named one of “The Leading Women Entrepreneurs of the World”
Sterling Silver & 18k Gold collection is launched
Styled 9th Annual Victoria’s Secret Runway Show
Chosen as one of Oprah’s Favorite Things for Holiday gifts
Named Official Jewelry Designer/Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week in New York & LA
Inducted as a member of Council of Fashion Designers of America
Honored with prestigious Albert Einstein Spirit of Achievement Award
Honored at the Women of Distinction Luncheon for the Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation

Recognition
DeBeers Award for Outstanding Jewelry Design

Judith Ripka receives the highest recognition
and most prestigious awards

Member of the Council of Fashion Designers of America

WJA Designer of the Year Award

ALBERTEINSTEIN
Albert Einstein Spirit of Achievement Award

Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America
“Women of Distinction Award”
Named Official Jewelry Designer of Olympus Fashion Week in New York
and Mercedes Benz Fashion Week in LA

